NHIDCL/ JICA/ Phase-2/2017

Dated: 30.06.2017

To
Mr. Tomohide Ichiguchi (Senior Representative)
JICA INDIA.
28, Barakhamba Road,
New Delhi- 110001.

Authorisation letter for EIA

Subject: - Authorisation letter of EIA for Double Laning (with paved shoulder) of Section Shillong - Dawki (Km 0 to Km 71.2) of NH-40 including construction of Dawki Bridge in Meghalaya and Four Bypasses in Section Aizawal to Tuipang (Km 8 to Km 380) of NH-54 in the state of Mizoram under JICA funding.

Sir,

Please refer to Minutes of Discussion of Fact Finding Mission during visit at New Delhi from April 10 to 13, 2017 and further discussion during which a request has been made to NHIDCL for issuing an Authorisation Letters for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) related to the subject mentioned projects.

2. NHIDCL hereby confirms that the EIA reports prepared for the proposed widening and improvement of indicated Sections of NH-40 and NH-54 (Bypasses), are for official reference/record of JICA. NHIDCL authorises their contents and commits to implement needful measures to mitigate negative impact as articulated in JICA documents in consonance with prevalent guidelines of MoEF/GOI or the concerned State Governments.

Yours faithfully,

(Sanjay Jaju)
Director